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Across

2. Where did the main character go to 

when she travled out of the country

3. what s Agustus favorite book

4. Who dies at the end of the book

5. what does lidewij make for Hazel 

and Agustus

9. what disease does the main 

character have

10. what did Agustus ask Hazel to 

prepare for him

11. what did they go to throw at Monica's 

car

13. what was Agustus feelin when he got 

taken back to the ER

16. How does the main character's love 

die

18. what is Hazle's favorite book

20. name of the main character

22. Agustus is afraid of not making his ife 

what

24. what was Hazel lacking causing her 

to go to the hospital

25. how many days after Agustus's 

prefuneral did he die

27. Where does the main character 

travel to

28. name of the main characters love

29. who's mother goes on the trip to 

Amsterdam

30. what body part does issac loose 

because of his cancer

31. who whispered the words 'Horse 

Crap' while the minester was speaking

Down

1. Who is the main character's favorite 

author

6. what did Agustus need at two in the 

morning from Hazel

7. while traveling to Amstedam Hazel 

lerns Agustus has never done what

8. whats the foundation that grants kids 

there 'last dying wish'

12. where do Hazel and Augutus go after 

they meet Lidewij

14. who in the main charachter's opinion 

is a crazy driver

15. what is Hazel afraid of doing to hurt 

Agustus

17. the main character is how old

19. Who is the Author of the book Fault 

in our Stars

21. what does themain character's 

mother thing she had

23. what was Agustus's and Hazel's 

specail word

26. whats the name of the body part the 

main characters ove loses


